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This paper is devoted to the study of the dynamics of two weakly coupled Bose-Einstein condensates
confined in a double-well trap and perturbed by random external forces. The energy diffusion due to random
forcing is quantitatively analyzed. The energy distribution is shown to evolve to a stationary distribution which
depends on the initial state of the condensate only through the total number of atoms. This loss of memory of
the initial conditions allows a simple and complete description of the stationary dynamics of the condensate. In
particular, when the number of atoms exceeds a threshold value, the condensate temporarily localizes into one
of the wells and jumps into the other well according to a Markovian dynamics. This localization occurs even
in the presence of dissipation.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The experimental achievements of Bose-Einstein conden-
satessBECsd with various dilute trapped alkali-metal atom
gases have opened interesting possibilities to investigate
macroscopic quantum effectsf1g. Indeed it is well known
that phase coherence plays a crucial role in macroscopic
quantum systems, and different systems have been ad-
dressed: Josephson effect in superconductorsf2g, weakly
linked superfluid He-B reservoirsf3g, two coupled BECs in a
double-well trapf4g, and coupled condensates in different
hyperfine levelsf5g. In this paper we shall address the quan-
tum coherent tunneling between two BECs trapped in a
double-well potential, and we shall focus our attention on the
influence of random external fluctuations. In superconductors
the main origin of external noise is thermal or quantum fluc-
tuations. Mathematically the problem can be reduced to the
pendulum equation ssine-Gordon equationd with external
fluctuationsftt+sinsfd+gft= fstd f6g and the energy diffu-
sion of the system can be studied. In particular Stratonovich
has studied this problem in the strong damping casegft
+sinsfd= fstd f7g.

In BECs new types of problems appear due to the exis-
tence of the trap potential. Coherent phase phenomena in
coupled BECs are described by a system of ordinary differ-
ential equations for the imbalance in atomic populationz and
relative phasef. This system can be considered as the equa-
tion for thenonrigid pendulum. The classical pendulum case
is recovered if the imbalance is smallz2!1. Nonrigidity
leads to interesting phenomena, and we can distinguish two
regimes in the atomic imbalance evolution. The first regime
is the macroscopic quantum tunnelingsMQTd, when the
atomic population is periodically exchanged between wells
with kzl=0, which is analogous to the Josephson effect.

These nonsinusoidal oscillations can also be observed in the
pendulum analogy. The second regime is the macroscopic
quantum localizationsMQLd phenomena, when the mean-
field nonlinearity excesses some critical value, the mean
value of the imbalance becomes nonzerokzlÞ0, which cor-
responds to the localization of the atomic population in one
of the wells in the form of small-amplitude oscillations
around the bottom of the well. The appearance of the MQL
regime can be intuitively understood using the mechanical
analogy of the system with the nonrigid pendulumf4g. The
length of the pendulum is proportional toÎ1−z2, where the
imbalancez plays the role of the angular momentum andu is
the tilt angle. When the initial angular momentumz0 is large
enough, the pendulum reaches the top positionu=p and ac-
quires a rotatory motion characterized by a monotonous in-
crease of the tilt angle and a nonzero average angular mo-
mentumkzl. The MQL regime thus corresponds to the so-
called running phase mode of the pendulum.

It is therefore interesting to investigate the influence of
fluctuations on the evolution of the system in these states. In
particular we would like to pay particular attention to the
possible switching between these states. This problem has a
general character and it is important for the theory of non-
linear directional couplers in nonlinear opticsf8,9g and non-
linear dimersf10g. Periodic variations of the parameters of
the trap have already been considered, and resonant phenom-
ena have been exhibited for the weakly coupled BECf12g
and for the strongly overlapped BECf13g. The influence of a
periodic time-varying atomic scattering length was addressed
in Ref. f14g. Dynamical tunneling between regions of regular
motion was shown to be involved by strong periodic modu-
lation of the tunnel coupling between the two modesf15g.
Finally macroscopic quantum chaos driven by a time-
periodic trap asymmetry was predicted in Ref.f16g. In this
work we shall study the influence of random fluctuations on
the BEC dynamics trapped in a double-well trap. We shall
address the case of fluctuating zero-point energies so that the*FAX: s33d 5 61 55 60 89. Email address: garnier@cict.fr
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energy differenceDEstd is a zero-mean random process.
Such variations are induced by small oscillations in the bar-
rier laser positionf17,18g. Indeed, the barrier is generated by
a Gaussian laser sheet focused near the center of the har-
monic trap and small oscillations of the barrier-laser position
introduce the fluctuations of the zero-point energies.

II. BOSE-EINSTEIN CONDENSATES IN A DOUBLE-WELL
TRAP

The problem of BECs in a double-well time-dependent
trap is described by the Gross-PitaevskiisGPd equation

i"Ct = −
"2

2m
DC + Vtrsr,tdC + guCu2C, s1d

whereVtr is the double-well potential,g=4p"2as/m, andas
is the atomic scattering length. For weakly overlapped con-
densatesshigh barrier or well separated wellsd we can use the
two-modes decomposition

C = c1stdF1srd + c2stdF2srd, s2d

wherec1,2 are complex time-dependent amplitudes of con-
densates in wells andF1,2 are approximate ground-state so-
lutions of GP equation in first and second wells, respectively.
Substituting this solution into Eq.s1d, multiplying the
equation byF1,2, and integrating over the spatial variable we
obtain the system of equations for the two modesc1std,c2std
f19,20g,

i"
]c1

]t
= fE1std + a1uc1u2gc1 − Kc2, s3d

i"
]c2

]t
= fE2std + a2uc2u2gc2 − Kc1, s4d

where E1,2 are the zero-point energies,K is the coupling
constant between the two modes, anda1,2 are the mean-field
nonlinearities for both modes. Here we take into account a
small oscillation in the laser-barrier position so thatDE
=E1−E2 is time varying f21g. We write c j =ÎNjexpsiu jd.
NT=N1+N2 is thesconstantd total number of atoms. The frac-
tional population imbalance

zstd =
N1std − N2std

NT
s5d

and the relative phase

fstd = u2std − u1std s6d

satisfy

zt = − Î1 − z2sinsfd − hft, s7d

ft = − DEstd + Lz+
z

Î1 − z2
cossfd, s8d

where we have rescaled to a dimensionless timet2K /"→ t
and we have introduced new variables

DEstd =
E1std − E2std

2K
+

a1 − a2

4K
NT, s9d

L =
aNT

2K
, a =

a1 + a2

2
. s10d

Note that we have included the damping term −hft in Eq.
s7d. This damping term takes into account a noncoherent
dissipative current of normal-state atoms proportional to the
chemical potential differencef12g. More precisely, the effect
of the finite temperature triggers a flux of normal atoms
which in turn involves the damping effects. The normal at-
oms gives an Ohmic contribution to the currentIn=−Gdm
where the chemical potential differencedm is proportional to
ft. As a result the first equation of the systemswhich is the
first Josephson equationd has the additional term in the right-
hand side, −hft. The estimate derived in Ref.f11g shows
that the parameterh can vary in the region 0.01–0.3.

III. HAMILTONIAN STRUCTURE OF THE UNPERTURBED
SYSTEM

The Hamiltonian of the unperturbed systemsDE=0, h
=0d is

E =
Lz2

2
− Î1 − z2cossfd. s11d

E can take any value betweenEmin=−1 and Emax=
1
2sL

+1/Ld. It is an integral of motion. The orbits of the motion
are closed, corresponding to periodic oscillations. In order to
explicit the periodic structure of the variablesz and f, we
introduce the action-angle variables. The orbits are com-
pletely determined by the energyE imposed by the initial
conditions. The period is denoted byTsEd, the motion is
described by

zstd = Z„E,ustd…, s12d

cosffstdg = C„E,ustd…, s13d

sinffstdg = S„E,ustd…, s14d

whereZ, C, andS are smooth functions, periodic with re-
spect tou with period 2p, the angle satisfies

du

dt
=

2p

TsEd
, s15d

and the action is defined by

IsEd =
1

2p
E

−1

E

Tsxddx. s16d

The analysis is standard but quite cumbersome, so we
only list the final results that can be written in terms of el-
liptic functions. We need to introduce a series of parameters,

ksEd =
LE − 1

2
, zsEd =

L2 − 1

4
− ksEd, s17d

MsEd =
1

2S1 +
k

Îz
D, z2sEd =

2

L
Îk + Îz. s18d

Three cases can be distinguished.
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1. If E[ f−1,1d, thenM ,1, the period is

TsEd =
8ÎM

Lz2
KsMd, s19d

whereK is the complete elliptic functionf23g,

ZsE,ud = z2 cnS2KsMdu
p

,MD , s20d

CsE,ud =
LZ2 − 2E

2Î1 −Z2
, s21d

SsE,ud =
Lz2

2

2ÎMÎ1 −Z2
sn dnS2KsMdu

p
,MD . s22d

cn, sn, and dn are tabulated Jacobian functionsf23g. Note
thatZ is an even function with respect tou. These solutions
preserve thez symmetry in the sense that they correspond to
eigenfunctions of the Gross-Pitaevskii equation that are ei-
ther odd or even functions. The stationary ground state has
energy 21 and it is given byz;0 and f;0. For E
[ s−1,1d, we havekzl=0 and the atomic population is peri-
odically exchanged between the two modes. This is the MQT
regime.

2. If E[ s1,Emaxd, thenM .1, the period is

TsEd =
4

Lz2
KS 1

M
D . s23d

The three periodic functionsZ, C, andS are given by

ZsE,ud = ± z2 dnFKS 1

M
D u

p
,

1

M
G , s24d

CsE,ud =
LZ2 − 2E

2Î1 −Z2
, s25d

SsE,ud =
Lz2

2

2MÎ1 −Z2
sn cnFKS 1

M
D u

p
,

1

M
G . s26d

Note thatZ is either always positive, or always negative
valued. These solutions correspond to eigenfunctions that
break thez symmetry. In particular there exist two stationary
solutions with the maximal energyEmax that are z
; ±Î1−1/L2, f;p. Their existences result from the non-
linear interatomic interaction and it is possible only when the
number of atoms is large enough so that nonlinear coefficient
L.1. If E[ s1,Emaxd the population imbalance periodically
oscillates around a nonzero average valuekzlÞ0. This is the
MQL regime.

3. If E=1, thenM =1, the motion is given, in this special
case, by the nonoscillatory hyperbolic secant

zstd = z2 sechfÎL − 1st + t0dg, s27d

with z2=2ÎL−1/L and t0=s1/ÎL−1darccoshsz2/z0d.

IV. EFFECTIVE DYNAMICS

A. Damping

In presence of a small damping an adiabatic approach is
possible which yields that the energy decays as

dE

dt
= − hNsEd, s28d

where

NsEd =
1

2p
E

0

2p SLZ +
Z

Î1 −Z2
CD2

sE,uddu. s29d

NsEd vanishes atE=−1, E=1, andE=Emax. It takes large
values just above and belowE=L /2. In Fig. 1 we plot the
functionE°NsEd for two different values ofL. Expansions
of N are also presented in the Appendix.

Damping is not able by itself to break the symmetry as it
involves an energy decay, while symmetry breaking occurs
when the energy goes from a value below the separatrix 1 to
a value above the separatrix. If the system starts from one of
the two breaking states with the energyEmax then it stays
exactly at this state asNsEmaxd=0. However, a linear stabil-
ity analysis shows that these states are not stable. More

FIG. 1. Damping termE°NsEd for L=2 sad andL=10 sbd.
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exactly, if the initial state has energyEmax−e with e!1, then
it stays close to this state during a time of the order of
,fLsL2−1deg−1 becauseNsEmax−ed.LsL2−1de; after this
time it quits the breaking state and converges to the ground
state Emin. This behavior is described in Fig. 2. Note the
remarkable agreement between the results from numerical
simulations of the system of equationss7d and s8d with DE
=0 and the effective solution given by Eq.s28d.

B. Random fluctuations

Let us consider a random perturbation of the system that
can be written in the form

zt = − ]fH, s30d

ft = ]zH, s31d

where H=H0sz,fd+mstdV(z,cossfd ,sinsfd), H0 is the un-
perturbed Hamiltonians11d, andmstdV is the time-dependent
perturbation.m is assumed to be a stationary, zero-mean,
random process. We think in particular at a time-dependent
DEstd in Eq. s7d so thatmstd=DEstd andV=−z.

In presence of perturbations, the motion ofsz,fd is not
purely oscillatory, because the energy and the action are

slowly varying in time. We adopt the action-angle formalism,
because it allows us to separate the fast scale of the locally
periodic motion and the slow scale of the evolution of the
action. The motion is governed by the system

I t = − mstdhusI,ud, s32d

ut = vsId + mstdhIsI,ud, s33d

wherevsId=2p / fT +EsIdg, I °EsId is the inverse function of
E°IsEd, andhsI ,ud=V(ZsI ,ud ,CsI ,ud ,SsI ,ud). Using stan-
dard diffusion-approximation theoryf22g, we get that the
action I behaves like a diffusion Markov process with the
infinitesimal generator

LI =
1

2

]

]I
FAsId

]

]I
G . s34d

The diffusion coefficient is

AsId =
1

p
E

0

2p E
0

`

husI,udhu„I,u + vsIdt…kms0dmstdldtdu,

s35d

where the brackets stand for a statistical averaging. This
means in particular that the probability density function of
Istd satisfies the Fokker-Planck equation]tp=LI

*p, pst
=0,Id=dsI − I0d, whereI0 is the initial action at time 0 andLI

*

is the adjoint operator ofLI, which is equal toLI in our
configuration asLI is self-adjoint.

C. Energy diffusion

The results of the two previous subsections can be com-
bined to address the case of systems7d, s8d with a white-
noise model forDE and a dampingh.0. We get that the
energyE of the system is a diffusion process with the infini-
tesimal generator

LE =
2p2g

TsEd
]

]E
FBsEd

TsEd
]

]E
G − hNsEd

]

]E
, s36d

where

BsEd =
1

2p
E

0

2p

ZusE,ud2du, s37d

g =E
0

`

kDEs0dDEstdldt. s38d

The infinitesimal generator is not self-adjoint. The drift of
the energy isdsEd=g2p2]EfBsEd /TsEdg /TsEd−hNsEd and
the diffusion coefficient isssEd=g2p2BsEd /T2sEd. They are
plotted in Fig. 3 in the caseh=0. This result allows us to
compute all relevant quantities, in particular the stationary
energy distribution. Indeed the diffusion processEstd is er-
godic, and the statistical distribution of the energy becomes

FIG. 2. sad Evolution of the population imbalancez in absence
sdashed lined and in presencessolid lined of a small damping
h=10−2. Here L=2 and the initial state isz0=Î1−1/L2−0.02
.0.846 andf0=p. sbd Evolution of the energyEstd=Lz2std /2
−Î1−z2stdcosffstdg according to the numerical resolution of the
systems7d, s8d ssolid lined and according to the effective equation
s28d sdashed lined.
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independent of the initial state for large timet. It converges
to a stationary distribution that can be computed explicitly as
the solution of the elliptic equationLE

* p=0.

V. ENERGY DISTRIBUTION

The stationary energy distribution for the system is deter-
mined by the resolution of the equationLE

* p=0, that is

psEd = CTsEdexpS−
h

g
E

−1

E T2N
2p2B sxddxDf1 + 1s1,Emaxg

sEdg,

s39d

where the normalization constantC is chosen so that
e−1

EmaxpsEddE=1. The factorf1+1s1,Emaxg
sEdg accounts for the

double degeneracy of the energy states. This distribution de-
pends only onL and the ratioh /g. A first important quantity
is the average energy

kEl =E
−1

Emax

EpsEddE. s40d

It is plotted in Fig. 4sad as a function ofL for different
damping rates, which shows in particular that the average
energy grows linearly withL when h=0, according toE
.L /6, but possesses a maximum ifh.0. Another impor-
tant quantity is the proportion of time spent by the system in
breaking states,

Rb =E
1

Emax

psEddE, s41d

which is zero forLø1 and becomes positive forL.1. Rb is
plotted in Fig. 4sbd which shows that, for a given value of
h /g, there exists a critical value for the nonlinear coefficient
L such that the proportion of time spent by the system in
breaking states is maximal. We can examine theoretically
several particular cases.

A. Absence of damping

In absence of dampingh=0, the energy distribution does
not depend on the diffusion rate and it is given by

psEd =
TsEdf1 + 1s1,Emaxg

sEdg

E
−1

1

Tsxddx+ 2E
1

Emax

Tsxddx

. s42d

This shows that the energy distribution depends only on the
number of atomssproportional toLd.

Let us first address the case where the number of atoms is
just above the critical number that allows the existence of
symmetry-breaking states. IfL=1+l, 0,l!1, then we get
by using the expansions described in Appendix Sec. 4 that

FIG. 3. Period TsEd, drift, and diffusion coefficients for
L=10.

FIG. 4. sad Average energy as a function ofL for different
damping rates.sbd Proportion of time spent by the system in break-
ing statesRb as a function ofL for different damping rates:h /g
=0 sthick solid lined, h /g=10−5 sthin solid lined, h /g=10−4 sdashed
lined, h /g=10−3 sdash-dotted lined, h /g=10−2 sdotted lined.
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psEd . 5
1

cfs1 − Ed/2g1/4KS1

2
−

Î1 − E

2Î2
D , if E [ f− 1,1d,

2

cfl + Î2sEmax− Edg1/2
KS 2Î2sEmax− Ed

l + Î2sEmax− Ed
D , if E [ s1,Emaxg,

s43d

with c.4.44 and the proportion of time spent by the system
in breaking states isRb.0.41l3/2. A comparison with the
numerical integration of Eq.s41d shows that the approximate
formula Rb.0.41l3/2 is valid for 0ølø0.2 fsee Fig. 5sadg.
Thus, for a small number of atoms, it is not likely to observe
the MQT regime.

Let us now consider the case of a large number of atoms.
If L@1, then we get by using the expansions described in
Appendix Sec. 3 that

psEd . 5
1

pÎL
KS1 + E

2
D , if E [ f− 1,1d,

1
Î2LsE − 1d

, if E [ s1,Emaxg,

s44d

and the proportion of time spent by the system in breaking
states isRb.1−1.28L−1/2. We can see in Fig. 5sbd that this

approximate formula is valid forLù4. ThusRb is close to
one which means that it is very likely to observe the MQL
regime. We can also compute the transition time from one
breaking state to the other one. This computation is based on
a well-known result of stochastic analysis which claims that
mE0,E1

sEd, the mean time to exit the intervalfE0,E1g starting
from the energyE, satisfiesLEm=−1 with the boundary con-
ditionsmsE0d=msE1d=0. The result is that the transition time
is of orderL2/g. The computation of the transition time is
similar to the one performed to obtain the solution to the
Kramers’ exit problem which is concerned with noise acti-
vated escape from a potential wellf24g. As a result we can
predict that, for largeL, the system randomly goes from one
breaking state to the other one according to a Markovian
dynamics with an average period ofL2/g.

B. Small damping

In presence of damping Eq.s39d shows that the stationary
energy distribution is shifted toward the low-energy region.
To illustrate this phenomenon, we can consider and analyze
the caseL@1 and h /g!1/L. Using the expansions de-
scribed in Appendix Sec. 3, the energy distribution can be
written as

psEd . 5
Ch

pÎL
KS1 + E

2
D , if E [ f− 1,1d,

Ch

Î2LsE − 1d
expS− 2

Lh

g
E2D , if E [ s1,Emaxg,

s45d

with

Ch = FE
0

1/2 1
Î2x

expS−
L3h

g
x2DdxG−1

. 51 if h/g ! 1/L3

2Î2

Gs1/4d
h1/4L3/4

g1/4
if 1/L3 ! h/g ! 1/L

. s46d

As a result, the proportion of time spent by the system in
breaking states isRb.1−1.28ChL−1/2 which decays withh.
It is less and less likely to observe the MQL regime as the
damping becomes larger.

C. Strong damping

Assume thath /g@1/s1+Ld. Using the expansions de-
rived in Appendix Sec. 1 the diffusion operator can be writ-
ten as

FIG. 5. Comparisons between the exact and approximate formu-
las for the proportion of time spent by the system in breaking states
Rb as a function ofL in absence of damping. The numerical inte-
gration of Eq.s41d is plotted in solid lines. Insad the approximate
formula Rb.0.41l3/2 is plotted in dashed lines. Insbd the approxi-
mate formulaRb.1−1.28l−1/2 is plotted in dashed lines.
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LE = g
]

]E
s1 + Ed

]

]E
− hs1 + Lds1 + Ed

]

]E
. s47d

The stationary energy distribution is

psEd =
1

Ec
expS−

1 + E

Ec
Df1f−1,1gsEd + 1s1,Emaxg

sEdg, s48d

whereEc=g / fs1+Ldhg. The average energy is −1+Ec. The
proportion of time spent in breaking states is exponentially
small Rb.2 exps−2/Ecd.

D. Numerical experiments

In this section we compare our theoretical predictions
with numerical simulations of Eqs.s7d and s8d. The random
fluctuations ofDEstd are modeled by a stepwise constant
process

DEstd = so
j

Xj1( jtc,s j+1dtc)
std,

where theXj are independent and identically distributed ran-
dom variables with uniform distribution overs−Î3,Î3d and
tc is the coherence time. The coefficientg is then given by

g =
s2tc
2

.

Damping is absenth=0 and the parameterL=15. Three se-
ries of simulations are performed with the parameters
ss ,tcd=s4,0.05d, ss ,tcd=s3,0.1d, andss ,tcd=s2,0.05d. Note
that the first two configurations give almost the same value
for the effective parameterg.0.4. We have carried 1000
simulations for each configuration. The initial conditions are
z0=0, f0=0, but we have checked that the initial conditions
play no role in the long-time dynamics.

In Fig. 6 we plot a typicalz trajectory for the configura-
tion ss ,tcd=s4,0.05d. As predicted by the theory, noise in-
duces an energy diffusion which makes the system visit
symmetry-breaking states. More quantitatively, the system
spends about 67% is symmetry-breaking states in complete
agreement with the theoretical formulas41d, and the lifetime
of a symmetry-breaking state is of the order ofL2/g . a few
hundreds.

In Fig. 7sad we plot the energy of the system for the three
configurations. The energy is averaged over the 1000 simu-
lations. We can observe that the behavior is the same for the
first two configurations, which is in agreement with the fact
that both configurations possess the same effective parameter
g.0.4. We can also compare the asymptotic value of the
average energy with the theoretical onekEl.2.5. Note that
the time necessary to reach the asymptotic value is of the
order ofL2/g.500. The configurationss ,tcd=s2,0.05d cor-
responds to a smaller value ofg=0.1. As a result the time
necessary to reach the asymptotic energy value is longer, but
the asymptotic value itself is the same as for the other con-
figurations as it depends only onL.

In Fig. 7sbd we plot the energy distribution at time 1000
obtained from the results of 10 000 simulations. This histo-
gram is compared with the theoretical probability density
function spdfd s42d which shows very good agreement. Note
once again that the pdf does not depend on the noise char-
acteristicsss ,tcd but just onL.

VI. CONCLUSION

In this paper we have considered the dynamics of two
weakly coupled BECs. We have investigated the influence of
small random oscillations of the barrier-laser position which
induce fluctuations of the zero-point energies of the double-

FIG. 6. A typical z trajectory for the set of parametersL=15,
ss ,tcd=s4,0.05d.

FIG. 7. sad Average energy versus time for three different con-
figurations: ss ,tcd=s4,0.05d ssolid lined, ss ,tcd=s3,0.1d sdotted
lined, andss ,tcd=s2,0.05d sdashed lined. sbd Energy distribution at
time t=1000 for the configurationss ,tcd=s4,0.05d. The histogram
plots the results of the numerical simulations, the solid line corre-
sponds to the theoretical probability density functions42d.
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well trap. We have shown that random noise induces an en-
ergy diffusion which allows the system to visit symmetry-
breaking states when the number of atomssproportional to
Ld exceeds a threshold value. We have shown that the energy
distribution evolves to a stationary distribution which de-
pends on the initial state of the BEC only through the total
number of atoms, and not through the initial imbalance or
phase difference. We have computed the time necessary for
the loss of memory of the initial conditions and the estab-
lishment of the stationary dynamics. Then we have described
the stationary dynamics of the BEC which visits symmetric
and symmetry-breaking states according to a random Mar-
kovian dynamics. We have investigated the role of damping
in this process. In particular we have shown that, for a given
damping, there exists a critical value for the number of atoms
where the proportion of time spent by the BEC in symmetry-
breaking statessi.e., in a macroscopic quantum localization
stated is maximal.

APPENDIX: EXPANSIONS

1. E close toEmin

The minimal energy isEmin=−1. We can expand all
quantities whenE=Emin+e, eù0. We get in particular
M .L2e/ f2s1+Ld2g, z2.sÎ2/Î1+LdÎe,

TsEd =
2p

Î1 + L
, sA1d

ZsE,ud =
Î2

Î1 + L
Îecossud, sA2d

CsE,ud = 1 −esinsud2, sA3d

so that

NsEd = s1 + Lde, sA4d

BsEd =
2e

1 + L
. sA5d

2. E close toEmax

Here we assume thatL.1 so that Emax.1. We can
expand all quantities whenE=Emax−e, eù0. We get in
particular M .Î2sL2−1d / f8ÎLeg, z2.ÎL2−1/L+Î2e/
ÎLsL2−1d,

TsEd =
2p

ÎL2 − 1
, sA6d

ZsE,ud =
ÎL2 − 1

L
+

Î2e
ÎLsL2 − 1d

cossud, sA7d

CsE,ud = − 1 +Lesin2sud, sA8d

so that

NsEd = LsL2 − 1de, sA9d

BsEd =
e

LsL2 − 1d
. sA10d

3. Large L

Let us assume thatL@1. If E[ f−1,1d, then M .s1
+Ed /2,1,

TsEd =
4

ÎL
KS1 + E

2
D , sA11d

ZsE,ud =
Î2
ÎL

Î1 + Ecn12KS1 + E

2
Du

p
,
1 + E

2
2 . sA12d

If E[ s1,Emaxg, then by settingE=Le, e[ s0,1/2g, we have

TsEd =
Î2p

LÎe
, sA13d

ZsE,ud = Î2eF1 −
Î1 − 2e

Le
sin2Su

2
DG , sA14d

so that

NsEd = 2L2e, sA15d

BsEd =
1 − 2e

2L2e
. sA16d

4. L just above 1

This case is interesting in that it is the regime where
symmetry-breaking appears. Let us assumeL=1+l, 0,l
!1. If E[ f−1,1d, thenM . 1

2s1−Î1−E/Î2d and

TsEd =
2Î2

E81/4KS1

2
s1 −ÎE8dD, E8 = s1 − Ed/2.

Note thatEmax=1+l2/2+Osl3d. If E=1+sl2/2de, e[ f0,1g,
thenM .s1/2ds1+1/Î1−ed and

TsEd =
2Î2

Î1 +Îe8Îl
KS 2Îe8

1 +Îe8
D, e8 = 1 −e.
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